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DirecTOr‘S 
STaTeMenT
I got to know Sherap Sangpo Dolpo Tulku Rin-
poche in South India. At first sight he was just a 
young monk, a lecturer at a Buddhist university. 
But he also carried great responsibility. As rein-
carnation of the last Tulku, he has to return to 
the Dolpo and to live there, in one of the most 
isolated and poorest regions of the world, as the 
religious head. It was an inescapable destiny that 
Tulku cherished and deeply respected. I was fa-
scinated by this conflict and by Tulku’s incredible 
selflessness.

The film presents a story line wrought with ten-
sion and clear drama but with an open end. But 
shooting the documentary in monasteries set at 
an altitude of more than 5.000 meters presented 
extreme challenges. From the first day of shoo-
ting we learn that our entire team from the head 
of the expedition to the mule tear was captured 
by Tulku’s charisma. Can we believe things like 
reincarnation and transmission of knowledge and 
leadership qualities through rebirth? Our protago-
nist gives us unexpectedly simple answers to all 
these questions despite of the spirituality.

Tulku’s arrival in the Upper Dolpo, to a certain 
extent more Tibetan than Tibet, becomes a calm 
triumphal procession. He feels the enormous 
confidence of the people, but also the pressure 

to perform his task. Sometimes he succumbed to 
self-doubt, wondering if he could handle the res-
ponsibility. It is also about certain prosperity far 
away from the globalized world: schools, streets, 
hospitals. Less than half the region’s babies sur-
vive childbirth.

Dolpo Tulku’s journey forces us to think about and 
to look at life in a different perspective; maybe it 
helps us to find the sense of any things. And Tulku 
finds an even pragmatic solution for his own con-
flict in his contagious altruism.

(Martin Hoffmann)

»I carry a lot of responsibility for Dolpo. 
When I think about it, I have to take a deep 

breath. That‘s the way it is. Sometimes I 
think, I can’t do it. But throwing away the 

Tulku title, washing it away with water and 
soap, that‘s just not possible.« Dolpo Tulku

Monastery Namdroling, South India

Inner Dolpo



SYnOPSiS

The Tibetan-speaking Dolpo in northwestern 
Nepal is one of the most isolated regions in the 
world. Surrounded by the enormous Himalayas, 
the people of Dolpo live to a large extent without 
electricity and modern communication and wit-
hout the pressures of assimilation felt in China or 
India. The Dolpo, far removed from the Nepalese 
government, is a place where Buddhist culture 
still thrives.

When he was only ten-years-old, the shepherd 
Sherap Sangpo was recognized as the reincar-
nation of a highly regarded lama, the Dolpo Tul-
ku. He was sent to the Namdroling convent in 
southern India for his education. Sixteen years la-
ter, he returns to the Nepalese mountains, along 
with more than 30 monks and nuns, to take up 
his job as spiritual leader of the deeply religious 
Dolpo people.

Upon his arrival, Tulku is overwhelmed by the po-
sitive reception and the confidence offered to him 
by the people of the Dolpo. The task as reincarna-
tion of his admired predecessor means an enor-
mous responsibility which he - as a young man of 
26 years - has to prove he is up to. Filled with both 
doubt and respect for his followers, he searches 
for ways to fulfill the expectations placed on him. 
He comes up with various plans: strengthening 

the monastery communities, building a school for 
Buddhist education of all lines, and most impor-
tantly, modernizing the region: Schools here don’t 
offer Tibetan lessons, healthcare is almost non-
existent, and also there aren’t any roads or any 
electricity. 

By very impressive pictures of the mountains of 
the Himalaya, by calm and dense observations 
the movie tells us about the fascinating archaic 
culture and the people of the Dolpo and the sub-
stantial task to oppose the painful poverty: It is 
about risking a modernisation spiritually founded 
on the deeply rooted original Buddhism with the 
sense of community and altruism. The young 
Dolpo Tulku is facing this task with an enormous 
dedication, modesty, a surprisingly acute sense of 
humour and a deeply felt love.

»If the Buddhist teachings had not been 
spread like this in the region, then the 
disadvantages would have been comparable 
to the disadvantages, resulting from the 
fact, the modern knowledge not arriving 
here. There are no streets and the living 
conditions are very difficult. Similarly the 
people would lack the understanding, to 
think about the wellbeing of other people 
and to act with a pure spirit, if Buddhism 
hadn‘t been spread so much. The people are 
open to Buddhist advice, like for example 
to act with a pure mind. This receptiveness 
for the altruistic instructions wouldn‘t be 
there, just like the achievements of modern 
progress wouldn‘t be there. If both were 
missing, then here in Dolpo we would not 
only be poor in the economic sense, but also 
spiritually. Then we would be really, really 
poor.« Dolpo Tulku

The massif of Dhaulagiri



THe inner DOLPO

The Dolpo is situated in north-western Nepal, 
in the North of the Dhaulagiri Massive, next to 
the Tibetan frontier. The crucial part of the regi-
on is the inner or higher Dolpo. Surrounded by 
staggering mountains 7.000 meters high, it can 
only be reached by crossing several 5.000 meter 
high passes on foot or on horseback; there are 
the highest permanently inhabited valleys of the 
world. With a population of approximately 7.000 
people the Inner Dolpo is extremely sparsely po-
pulated.

For centuries the Dolpo was part of the Tibetan 
kingdom and principalities. The Nepalese govern-
ment first assumed power over the region in the 
19th century, but its interest in the isolated and 
impoverished area has always been low: the 
Inner Dolpo has no political representation. The 
Tibetan-speaking inhabitants of the Dolpo, the 
Dolpopa, are part of Nepal’s Buddhist minority.

Due to the region’s stark isolation and the 
government’s stringent visitor restrictions, Tibe-
tan traditions still exist here in original form. The 
Nyingma tradition is the dominant Buddhist line. 

The climate is defined by both mild monsoon 
weather and long dry spells between September 
and May. The economy is limited to farming, cattle 

breeding and trade. The work in the fields is done 
by hand because modern equipment and electri-
city aren’t available. The entire family is sent out 
to work in the fields, regardless of age. They grow 
barley, and in some valleys, buckwheat and other 
vegetables. There are no streets leading in or out 
of the Dolpo. The products must be brought by 
plane from Kathmandu to Juphal in the Lower 
Dolpo. From there, they’re transported by mules 
and yaks into the Inner Dolpo. Yak caravans often 
travel to adjoining Tibet, the Inner Dolpo’s most 
important trade partner. 

More than 90% of the population lives below 
the poverty line, infant mortality rates are high, 
and medical care simply doesn’t exist. The few 
schools in the region are only open in summer, 
and students are taught in Nepalese. Tibetan 
language is only taught in monastery schools for 
novices and in schools that receive international 
funding. The conservation and renovation of the 
Dolpo’s unique cultural assets is crucial – many 
old monasteries and monuments are threatening 
to go extinct.

 

»Kyabje Khyentse Rinpoche wrote down 
my name, the names of my parents and 

my astrological sign in a letter in order to 
recognize me as a reincarnation. Knowing 

these details they had searched for me 
everywhere. When they finally found me, 

they told me that I was a Tulku. A Tulku is 
somebody really high, I had thought. So is it 
possible at all, that I am one? What do they 

expect me to do as Tulku?« Dolpo Tulku 

Inner Dolpo, near Saldang

Dolpo Tulku: Yoga exercises



Locations: Namdroling

The monastery Namdro-
ling in South India is the 
biggest education centre 

and is considered the best in the Nyingma tradi-
tion. Some 4.000 monks and nuns live, work and 
teach there. Buddhists from Tibet, Darjeeling and 
Ladakh in India, from Nepal, but also from Cana-
da and the USA are taught there. Penor Rinpoche 
built the monastery in 1961 close to Bylakuppe in 
the federal state of Karnataka in South India, on 
land left to the Tibetans who went into exile after 
the annexing of Tibet by China. Today, it serves 
as an education center for all 5 Buddhist lines 
of teaching and the region has become home to 
the biggest population of exiled Tibetans around 
the world – even bigger than Dharamsala, Dalai 
Lama’s seat in northern India. It took eight months 
to finally get permission to film at the Namdroling 
monastery.
    

Locations: Kanying Gompa

The Kanying Gompa (Ti-
betan: monastery) is situ-
ated in the Boudha district 

of Kathmandu. In 1991, Dolpo Tulku joined this 
monastery and was soon recognized as reincar-
nation and accepted by Dilgo Khyentse Rinpo-
che. Today, Kanying Gompa enjoys international 
popularity, with aspiring Buddhists from around 
the world coming here for their education.

SHeraP SangPO 
DOLPO TULKU rinPOcHe

Dolpo Tulku is born in the 12th month of the Tibe-
tan Iron Bird Year (1981) in the Dho Tarap Valley 
in the impassable Dolpo region in Nepal. At the 
age of ten years he made a pilgrimage with his 
grandfather to India to see an initiation by the 
Dalai Lama. This experience cemented his de-
cision to become monk and he joins the Kanying 
monastery in Boudha, near Kathmandu. A few 
months later he was recognized as the reincar-
nation of the Dolpo Lama Nyinchung Rinpoche 
by Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche, one of the spiritual 
leaders of the Nyingma-Buddhism and teacher of 
the Dalai Lama.

Dolpo Tulku was sent to the Namdroling monas-
tery in South India by Penor Rinpoche for his 
schooling. There he is taught reading and writing 
and instructed in all lines of Buddhism. He com-
pletes his studies at the monastery university in 
2006 with honors. He was one of the best in his 
class.

In the summer of 2008 Sherap Sangpo Dolpo 
Tulku returned to the Dolpo, to take up his job 
as spiritual head and to ascend the throne of his 
monasteries in Dho Tarap, Namgung and Sald-
ang. Furthermore Tulku started lecturing at the 
monastery institute for higher Buddhist doctrines 
in Namdroling.

For more information: 
http:// www.dolpotulku.org

For current information about the Dolpo Aid 
under the patronage of Dolpo Tulku: 
http://www.dolpo-hilfe.org

Inner Dolpo, near Lahini and Serkam

Monastery Namgung



inTerVieW Of 
MarTin HOffMann

How did you find the story of Dolpo Tulku and 
his return?  

I met Dolpo Tulku in 2007 in the Namdroling mo-
nastery, during a vacation with my family in South 
India. At first sight, he seemed to be a comple-
tely normal monk, just one among thousands 
of  others. He invited us to drink a glass of juice 
in his modest apartment. And there, at second 
sight, he even fascinated our daughter who did 
not understand the English translation of the con-
versation: A young monk who just completed his 
studies, who at the one hand was cheerful and 
texting continuously on his cell phone, who at 
the other hand told us frankly about his special 
situation and the resulting anxiety. He told us that 
he was a hallowed reincarnation and that he was 
going to take up the job as Tulku – even though 
he didn’t know if he could live up to such a huge 
responsibility. 

I was immediately fascinated by his personality 
and his story - but also by this ancient method of 
transmitting religion, authority and knowledge. A 
few days later I texted him and asked whether I 
could accompany him and film him returning to 
Dolpo. He answered me in his own special way: 
He sent me a photo he had taken during our visit 
with delayed-action shutter release. By this mail 
he expressed his approval. 

How did you succeed in receiving the 
shooting permission fort he Buddhist 
monasteries in South India? 

We had to explain carefully our project in the 
Namdroling monastery and to present it in an at-
tractive way. The world in the monastery is a very 
isolated world, and in the past they had some bad 
experiences with television coverage about the 
monasteries in Bylakuppe. But a few months later 
and surely thanks to Tulku’s recommendation we 
were granted permission. So our first visit at the 
secretary’s office of Penor Rinpoche was only a 
polite gesture expected from us. We also had to 
ask for an official visitor’s permission at the Mi-
nistery of the Interior in Delhi, they needed eight 
months to work on it. Furthermore we were sum-
moned to the police office in Kushnalgar in the 
evening of the first shooting day. After waiting for 
three hours and individual interrogations with the 
chief of the department they took our fingerprints. 
We still don’t know why.
 
How much time did you have to prepare the 
project after your first meeting with Dolpo 
Tulku? 

Approximately 15 months passed since the first 
meeting of Dolpo Tulku and his announced return 
to the Himalayas. This time was short to plan and 
prepare carefully the project. After the participati-
on of the Maoist in the Nepalese government the 
filming regulations in certain regions of the Hima-
layas became even stricter. In addition to the trek-
king and shooting permission fees, which were 
disproportionately high for a region like the Dolpo, 
we had to take along “intermediary officers“ from 
three different ministries. That meant we had take 
food and tents with us to serve three other people. 
But once we finally arrived in the Dolpo, nobody 
seemed to take any interest in what we did. Apart 
from a checkpoint next to the airport in Dunai, the-
re was no government presence in sight.

I exchanged regular emails with Tulku about the 
state of our preparations, and at the same time he 
was in contact with the people of Dolpo through 
letters and messages. In the spring, the Dolpo’s 
inhabitants asked us to start our journey earlier 
than planned so that the inaugural ceremonies 
would not conflict with harvest time. We were 
forced to push ahead our departure by six weeks 
and brace for bad weather because now we would 
be filming during monsoon season. 

Did you have some experiences with the 
shooting in the high mountains? What were 
the special challenges of the preparation?

We did have some experience shooting in the 
Andes and in Ladakh at an altitude of more than 
4,000 metres. But those times, we only had to 
walk half a day to reach the location. Our biggest 
challenge in making this movie was trying to pre-
cisely plan such a huge, labor-intensive produc-
tion in a region that provided no infrastructure. We 
would have to go two months without electricity, 
without a telephone, without healthcare, and wit-
hout the possibility to buy anything. So we chose 
the equipment that was absolutely necessary and 
packed each of these items twice. As well as the 
functions within in the team were filled twice.
 
It was only when we started our expedition in Du-
nai in the Lower Dolpo that I realized the sheer 
dimension of the project we had taken on. We 
had carefully planned all the details, we restric-
ted our private luggage to basic necessities, we 
found ways to reduce the equipment weight, but 
we were still confronted with a caravan consisting 
of 30 people and 19 mules. We had to take all the 
things we needed to live: medication, food, flour, 
rice, noodles, potatoes, preserved food, kerosene 
for cooking, gas for the generator and so on, - for 
a period of eight weeks. 

Apart from our own caravan, Dolpo Tulku’s large 
group of some 30 monks and mules were also 
traveling towards the Inner Dolpo. Some of them 

»The title „Tulku“ means there was a prede-
cessor in a former life. And the purpose of a 
Tulku is to continue his predecessor‘s work. 

The former as well as the reborn Tulku 
carry the responsibility of teaching people 
how to practice the immeasurable path of 
the Buddha individually. The expectations 
are generally quite high. It is not like with 
someone in politics, who promises things, 
in order to get elected. It is different for a 

lama. The people love and trust him because 
they see his predecessor in him and hope 

that he, too, will live up to his spiritual 
responsibilities. A Tulku always has to have 

the right moral conduct and serve as an 
example for others. Someone who teaches 

the Buddhist path for oneself and others 
and unmistakenly demonstrates how suffe-
ring arises and how it can be overcome, the 

person who is able to do that deserves to 
wear the title Tulku.« Dolpo Tulku

Dolpo Tulku

Inner Dolpo

Inner Dolpo: Dolpo Tulku meets his father

Blacksmith, Inner Dolpo



had started their journey a long time before we did 
because they couldn’t afford to fly. 

Did the journey pursue a fixed schedule or 
did you have to change plans from day to 
day?

The real difficulties started after the 14 days of 
shooting in the Namdroling monastery and the 
flight to Kathmandu. We had to stay in Nepalganj 
for several days because it was impossible to land 
on the runway in Dunai, the only runway in the Lo-
wer Dolpo, due to bad weather. We had worked 
out the route for our walk to the Higher Dolpo so 
we could coordinate with Tulku, but Tulku himself 
ended up changing his plans several times to fit 
everyone else’s expectations. 

We had no choice but to be flexible, even though 
flexibility proved to be a struggle for such a big 
team, especially in the face of such extreme cli-
mate conditions and geographic obstacles. We 
soon realized that the estimated walking time 
in the Dolpo we were given before the trip must 
have been meant for Olympic climbers. A “few 
hours maximum” turned into 14-hours of walking 
a day. Even after we got used to the height, the 
distances simply could not be managed in one 
day’s time.

Filming became a logistical nightmare: we wanted 
to focus on the dramatic journey and on Tulku’s 
decisions, but at the same time we had to physi-
cally place ourselves on all sides of this massive 

group of people. We realized we were lost when 
Tulku and his team switched to horses and yaks 
at the entrance to the Upper Dolpo. We would 
have to somehow get through the Kang-La-Pass 
faster on foot than Tulku’s group on horseback. 
So, after some intensive discussions, we decided 
to pick and choose what we would film, changing 
our tactics on a daily basis.
 
How did the relation to Dolpo Tulku develop 
during the journey? Were you allowed to 
accompany him anywhere?
 
Tulku showed a lot of confidence in us, and that 
spread to his entourage as well. We were allowed 
to follow and accompany him every time, every-
where, even at the ceremonies and the internal 
discussions. And Tulku was always ready to ans-
wer our questions or step in front of the camera. 

We were there to witness the overflowing affection 
people had for Tulku, and his emotional reaction 
to their reception. But we also got to see his dis-
appointment in finding the Dolpo exactly the way 
he left it so many years ago. He had expected 
nothing would change, but it was a different expe-
rience to see it with his own eyes. Even the dishes 
in his mother’s kitchen were the same. It was a 
reminder of just how important his task would be.

The inhabitants of the Dolpo greeted us some-
what timidly, but they were always so kind and 
helpful. Probably not everyone has really under-
stood what we exactly did. We entered some re-

»The cham-dance is not just a show or an 
entertaining performance. There is always 
a purpose and a meaning for a cham. If we 
understand the meaning the cham does 
not only look impressive, but also brings 
a blessing for everyone. When watching 
the dance, one’s pure perception, faith and 
compassion grow deep within. The positive 
and pure virtues increase. Therefore, it is 
important to understand the meaning and 
the purpose of the cham.« Dolpo Tulku 

Cham-Zeremonie, Tokyu

Cham-Zeremonie, Tokyu



gions where inhabitants had never seen people 
from another culture before in their lives. But the 
hospitality we received was overwhelming. 

The movie also shows the kindness and 
dedication in the Dolpo. What was your 
perception of the expectations they had of 
Dolpo? Did they expect that he would stay in 
the Dolpo the whole year? 

I’d rather not talk about “expectations” placed on 
Tulku because that doesn’t really reflect true Bud-
dhist thought. We saw the unbelievable joy among 
the people when he returned, and we saw in turn 
his desire to do good. Several people walked for 
days from far-off villages just to meet Dolpo Tulku 
and to receive his blessing. The inhabitants of the 
Dolpo would never criticise any Tulku’s decision. 
They have confidence in him. And they know very 
well and trust that he could achieve more in the 
winter months when he is not in the Dolpo than if 
he withdrew in one of his monasteries behind the 
Snow Mountains. 

Maybe one could say that the pleasure in relation 
with Tulku’s arrival became more concrete thanks 
to his appearance and to what he did. The mo-
vie clearly shows this fact by the conversations 
with the doctor and the school director: I think that 
Tulku’s plans and ideas have strengthened the 
hopes and have motivated the people.
 

We learn through the film that we can still 
find Buddhism in its original form in the Dol-
po, purely because of the region’s isolation. 
What was your experience with this? 

We got to know the people in the Dolpo. They are 
very content, despite living lives that involve hard 
work and great poverty. That happiness comes 
from their deep ties to Buddhism. Buddhist rituals 
are often a time-consuming part of daily life—reci-
ting mantras while working, prayer wheels, etc. 

The concept of reincarnation removes their fear of 
death on one hand but also increases their desire 
to support their own destiny and live selflessly. 
They feel a great responsibility to their neighbors 
and live to help each other: they tend to the catt-
le and look after the yak caravans together. You 
experience a level of altruism you’ve never seen 
before: when we gave cookies to a few children, it 
was clear they shared these cookies with all other 
children.

Will this Buddhism anchored in the daily life 
and the thoughts and feelings of the people 
survive if the modernization reaches the 
Dolpo?
 
I really hope so for Tulku’s sake and I hope he 
will succeed in realizing his plans: medical care, 
schools, streets, and so on. And I will support him.
But it is obvious that the modernisation means 
also that - latest with the first televisions - other 

At the old monastery Namgung

»Yoga benefits the body very much and has 
great advantages for the mind, but espe-
cially for the body. When the nerve tracts 

in the body are straightened out, the inner 
wind moving on these nerve tracts, can flow 
easily. If the inner wind flows well, the mind 

connected to the wind relaxes and calms 
down. That is the special thing about yoga. 
The mind is well in this way. Now after 16 

years I arrived for the first time back at 4000 
meters altitude, but I have no problem brea-
thing. That is thanks to Kyabche Drubwang 
Rinpoche’s kindness, to teach me yoga and 

due to my daily exercises.« Dolpo Tulku 



» At first I would like to set up a monks‘ 
community according to Kyabje Drubwang 
Rinpoche and to found a school for Buddhist 
logic of all philosophical teachings. In this 
region, there are many problems. There 
is no hospital. Many women die during 
childbirth, and too many small children die, 
too. Therefore, we urgently need a hospital. 
There are no roads and all goods, that have 
to be brought from the cities, get more and 
more expensive every year. We need a good 
road for the transportation of goods, and 
also an airport. So you see, a small man has 
great plans. « Dolpo Tulku

values will become important. I think Tulku is well 
aware of this fact. He points out in the movie that 
the Buddhist doctrines still carry a great deal of 
weight in Dolpo which is important to save. 

And one should take it serious, when he tells us 
that one of his most important aims is the streng-
thening of the monk community and the construc-
tion of a school for Buddhism in the Dolpo. It is an 
interesting question whether it will be possible to 
conserve the Buddhist culture, to live the altruism, 
and to pay attention to the negative effects of the 
modernisation at the same time. 

How did travelling and working with Dolpo 
Tulku change your personal life? 

The high altitudes and the mammoth efforts cou-
pled with Tulku’s supreme calm did us all good. 
After awhile, we too were able to enjoy life without 
cell phones, internet or cars. The experience is 
still important to me. I can still feel that internal 
calm. Our obsessions and concerns about the 
swine flu or the financial crisis, for example, really 
pale in comparison to the life people in the Dolpo 
live on a daily basis.

Of course there are a few truly unique experien-
ces that will stay with me forever. Like when we 
reached Kang La, the 5,000 meter-high pass. I 
climbed up a little further to find the right camera 
angle and I stumbled upon some Tibetan prayer 
pages. In line with Buddhist tradition, I threw them 
in the wind, and I wished for snow and sun for the 
next day. 

That night we got 20 centimeters of fresh snow, 
at five o’clock in the morning, we climbed up to 
a peak higher than Kang La that provided us 
with a breathtaking panoramic view. There was 

monsoon and the sky was cloudy, but suddenly 
the sun came out and the Dhaulagiri peak emer-
ged, larger than life. At that moment I knew my 
wishes and the Tibetan prayer pages had brought 
me this stunning image. And I still believe that.

Monastery Saldang

Monastery Namgung

Shey Gompa

Namgung

Near monastery Chamchen

Martin Hoffmann and Dolpo Tulku



PrODUcTiOn
nOTeS

>> Daniela Hartmann, Co-Author and director’s 
assistance

»When Dolpo Tulku told me about his native coun-
try and described the tasks he would confront as 
a reincarnated spiritual leader, I knew right away: 
I had to accompany him. Thousands of people 
were awaiting his return and hoping that he, as 
their spiritual leader, would not only spread Bud-
dhist doctrines, but also improve education and 
economic development. Those were tasks which 
he looked at with great fear. 

I also knew that Martin Hoffmann was a director 
who would be enthusiastic about the subject. The 
end result was a movie set between two worlds: 
on one side was Dolpo Tulku, born and grown up 
in modern India, and the other side was a film 
team from Germany—and contrary to everything 
else, there was the archaic Dolpo, which some-
times seems like it’s on a completely different 
planet.«

>> Enno Grabenhorst, Sound

»Unfortunately, so many documentaries don’t re-
ceive the funding they need. But when it came 
to Dolpo Tulku, I didn’t hesitate for a moment: I 
thought: finally, the Himalayas! As an avid moun-
tain climber, I knew the film would be the dream of 
a lifetime. Of course, my personal dream turned 
out to be an enormous professional challenge: To 
produce a flawless, theater-ready film at altitudes 
of 5,000 meters and higher without any additio-
nal support was a battle. We were very careful 
in preparing for a 2-month journey without electri-
city, phones or healthcare. But we couldn’t plan 
for everything, and we were often met with new 
surprises. 
 
A few weeks before we were supposed to leave, 
we were asked to make an early departure: Tul-
ku didn’t want to disturb harvest for the people 
of the Dolpo. And the subsequent travel during 
monsoon season rendered our decision to work 
with solar energy useless. And on top of that, we 
were stuck there for the long haul: helicopters 
can’t rescue anyone from that height because of 
the low cloud cover. 

Unpredictability became a central theme of our 
journey. My luggage disappeared during the 
flight from Bangalore to Kathmandu in India and 
couldn’t be found for days. But just twenty minu-
tes before we departed towards Dolpo, my lugga-
ge suddenly reappeared at the airport. 

»Across the entire region, in all houses and 
from all people that I met on the way I was 

received with an incredible respect. In those 
moments I never have the feeling like,“Oh of 

course they have to venerate me, because 
I am so important.“ I seriously never have 
these thoughts. What I think about is how 

compared with their veneration I‘m not 
that important, that I don‘t have such great 

knowledge, and that I‘m not an influential 
person. And when they show such extraordi-
nary respect towards me, I ask myself how 

I can fulfil their hopes. I can‘t get that out of 
my head.« Dolpo Tulku

Announcement of Dolpo Tulku‘s visit



 
The first three days in the Dolpo were perfect: we 
had beautiful, clear weather and could see for mi-
les. Then Tulku accepted a spontaneous invitation 
to visit a monastery he didn’t know, somewhere 
“in the mountains.” We let our whole base infra-
structure of cooks, porters and mules travel alo-
ne onwards to the Inner Dolpo. We would follow 
the next day. So, carrying only a small backpack, 
the camera and sound equipment, we climbed 
1,500 meters. Dusk was falling, it was foggy and 
cold and it started to rain. Two parts of our team 
didn’t reach the monastery until after midnight. 
Once there, we had the same soup mornings, 
afternoons and dinners, sometimes with cheese 
rinds. There was always butter tea and the smoky 
smell of burning juniper. When Tulku decided to 
stay longer, we did too. The majority of families 
there earns less than one dollar a day, but they 
still managed to give us money and cheese rind 
to take along our journey when we left. 

From that point forward, the journey became 
a constant juggling act as we switched around 
times and paths and schedules. Tulku felt obliged 
to change his plans at the drop of a hat because 
people expected so much of him. The rain conti-
nued to beat down on us for weeks. After a whi-
le, the rain slowly started letting up. But we were 
still forced to take apart the generator from our 
solar panels because we simply weren’t getting 
enough sunshine. And our decision to shoot HD 
film on 160 GB-hard disks meant we had to save 
our material regularly onto 500 GB disks. It was a 
process never tested in this environment, at this 
altitude. We didn’t know if the generator or the air 
pressure at this height would damage the disc 
drives. 

Two weeks later came yet another challenge: 
Tulku and his group of now more than 40 people 
switched to horses and yaks at the entrance of 
the Upper Dolpo. It was impressive to watch but 
a devastating blow to our production. We would 
have to be faster on foot with luggage on mules 
than Tulku’s group, who were traveling on horse-
back and pulling weight on yaks.  
 
It was exhausting but magnificent. I wish as many 
people as possible can see this film and under-
stand our passion for Tulku, for the Dolpo and 
for its original Buddhism. I hope that our movie 
will not only feature awe-inspiring images and fa-
scinating scenery, but also provide some insight 
into this completely different world. And for me, 
Tulku is an important reminder to reflect on our 
own lives. The challenges Dolpo Tulku faced are 
not ours. But we can learn from them.«

>> Thomas Henkel, Camera

»I am not Buddhist. I am not a mountain climber. 
But still: a journey through some of the highest 
mountain passes of the world, and a trip back to 
the 15th century. I have never prepared myself 
so intensively like for this production in the Hima-
layas. 

Eight months before we left, I started running to 
get in shape. I searched a lot online too. On Wi-
kipedia Germany, I couldn’t find anything when I 
typed in the word “Dolpo”. It said “if you know any-
thing about that subject, you can write the article 
here…” But I was looking for information myself. 
I found information about Tibetan history, climate 
conditions and so on. I learned about the dangers 
of mountain sickness, I printed photos of blue 
sheep and pikas and I set up an equipment list. 
The preparation time gave me strength and con-
fidence. I didn’t know at that point that we would 
all reach our own limits and surpass them. Dolpo 
Tulku told us that the position of the stars was 
favourable. “If you are following your own way you 
will get wings.”

There are two things I am now attracted to: Bud-
dhism and mountain climbing.«

»These days Tibet is very developed, Dolpo 
gets barley, rice and whatever is needed. 
Everything comes from Tibet. I think it is 
better that we belong to Nepal because 
Nepal is a democratic country. But I have 
one wish: in Nepal there are the English 
language, the Nepalese language and also 
the Tibetan language. There are three. But 
Tibetan has no status whatsoever in the 
Nepalese government. People who were edu-
cated and who studied in Tibetan language, 
do not get work as teachers or in other good 
positions. Therefore I have the great wish, 
that the Nepalese government will improve 
in this point. And my hope is also that all 
rights granted by the Nepalese government 
are valid in Dolpo, too. « Dolpo Tulku

Martin Hoffmann, Enno Grabenhorst, Thomas Henkel

Dolpo Tulku, Yoga-exercices

Inner Dolpo

Pupils in Saldang
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